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 Agenda Item No. 12 

 

 

To:  Joint Audit Committee  

 

Date:  7 December 2016 

 

By:  Dermot Torney, Equality & Diversity Manager 

 

Title:  Equality and Diversity Summary paper 

 

 

 

Purpose of Report:  This report provides the Joint Audit Committee with an 

outline of activity taken by Sussex Police to meet its Equality and Diversity 

obligations and an update on current risks. 

 

 

Recommendations: Members of the Committee are asked to note the 

report. 

 

 

 

1 Introduction   

1.1 The Equality Act 2010 legally protects people from discrimination in the 

workplace and in wider society. Sussex Police is required to comply with the 

Equality Act 2010, and in particular Section 149 of the Public Sector 

Equality Duty, 2011. The public sector Equality Duty (PSED) requires 

public bodies to have due regard to the need to eliminate discrimination, 

advance equality of opportunity and foster good relations between different 

people when carrying out their activities.  

 

2 Risks and Opportunities  

2.1 Sussex Police Equality and Diversity related risks have been identified and 

considered from the perspective of an employer within the community and 

as a public service provider.  
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2.2 Governance arrangements involve reporting to the Office of the Police and 

Crime Commissioner and the force’s Equality and Diversity board. The 

board is chaired by the Deputy Chief Constable; providing visible leadership 

on Equality, and includes Positive Action as a standing agenda update along 

with contributions from key stakeholders including staff support group 

chairs and equality champions. 

 

 

3 As an employer  

3.1 As an employer, the risk remains in not having a workforce which is 

representative of the people it serves. Annual workforce equality data 

analysis illustrated 2% of the workforce identifying as Black and Minority 

Ethnic (BME), which remains adrift from the aspiration to be in line with the 

ONS population data for Sussex BME residents at 6%. The data also 

indicates an under presentation of senior female police officers.  

 

3.2 The force Positive Action working group has implemented a number of 

initiatives aimed at improving these representations gaps:  

• Developing internal reporting capability via an e-recruitment system to 

provide diversity analysis of applicants, to enable baseline data and 

tracking over time [April 2016].  

• Introduction of Identity-based mentoring [August 2016] 

• Redesigned recruitment materials profiling Female and BME colleagues, 

illustrating the breadth of roles within policing. Which have been 

publicised through social media platforms [August 2016].  

• Website recruitment pages updated to include content from female and 

BME officers and specific reference to Positive Action and staff support 

networks [September 2016].  

• BME candidates who met eligibility, but were unsuccessful in the 

February PC recruitment, were contacted and offered support in the 

October PC recruitment process, and also introduced to the PCSO 

opportunities becoming available in November 2016 [September 2016]. 

• Promotion of the ‘PC to Inspector fast track programme’ through staff 

networks, advertising commitment to valuing difference and actively 

requesting diversity of applicants [October 2016].  
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• Involving members of Race Advisory Group to participate as panel 

members for the October PC interviews [October 2016]. 

• Involving members of the staff support groups to participate in the 

Peoples Panel as part of the Chief Superintendent Promotion process 

[October 2016].  

• Promoted PC recruitment campaign to BME communities, using social 

media channels, including Facebook and Twitter [October 2016].   

• Hosting a live online recruitment forum, led by the race equality 

champion, supported by female and BME officers [October 2016]. 

• Facilitating an ‘underrepresented groups’ specific support session for 

‘fast-track’ candidates, to provide helpful advice and tips for the 

recruitment process [November 2016]. 

 

 

4 As a Public Service Provider   

4.1 The key risk is around the effective and legitimate use of Stop and Search 

powers, to mitigate negative effects on community cohesion and 

engagement with policing. Figures for rolling year to end of September 

illustrate that those who identify as BME are 3 times more likely to be 

stopped and searched. This is based on 4955 stops of ‘White subjects’ 

compared with 507 stops of ‘Black subjects’, and then calculated against 

relative residential population sizes. 

 

4.2 In February 2016, HMIC published their PEEL report on Police Legitimacy, 

finding Sussex Police one of only eleven forces nationally to be fully 

compliant in all areas of Stop and Search. Monitoring arrangements involve 

Divisional scrutiny of data quality on outcomes, action taken, subject 

ethnicity and age and objective of search, and central scrutiny through the 

Local Police Accountability board on strip search, reasonable grounds and 

supervision. In addition to this, scrutiny also occurs through the public led 

‘Race Advisory Group’ (attended by the OSPCC). 

 

4.3 At the September Organisational Reassurance Board, it was agreed that the 

scope of Divisional scrutiny will include specific focus on Arrest rates and 

Taser deployment, with an ongoing expectation that public involvement and 

scrutiny in those discussion continues. Assurance updates from Divisions 
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are reported to the Local Police Accountability Board, chaired by ACC 

Taylor.  

 

5 Development since last report 

5.1 Since the last report, activity has been underway across other Equality 

areas, contributing to the Force’s commitment to progress obligations set 

out in the Equality Act. 

 

5.2 Public engagement and events - Since the start of Summer 2016, Sussex 

Police’s Diversity team has participated in a number of public events, and 

hosted a variety of public advisory group meetings. Events included 

engagement stalls to talk about policing as a career and hate crime 

reporting at both Pride and Trans Pride, Black History Month at the Brighton 

Dome, Lewes International Festival, Gypsy and Traveller Burgess Hill fayre, 

and West Sussex International Neighbours.  

 

5.3 Advisory group meetings facilitate dialogue between policing and the public.  

Members have a remit to test, challenge and inform policing policies and 

practice.  Since the last report, advisory group meetings have taken place 

for Disability, Sexual Orientation, Race, Gypsy and Travellers, and in 

September Sussex police hosted its first ‘trans’ advisory group meeting.  

 

5.4 Internal engagement and events - A number of internal events have taken 

place. These included a ‘Proud Allies’ event in June 2016 - encouraging 

colleagues to challenge discrimination in the workplace and to visibly 

support LGBT colleagues by wearing a ‘Proud Allies’ pin badge – and a 

series of Time to think sessions. 

 

5.5 Other events include ‘Time to think’ sessions. Organised by the force 

Diversity team; they are one hour sessions on equality related subjects, 

advertised to all staff and officers to attend. They provide unique insights 

and personal experiences around a particular subject matter, enabling 

colleagues in the workplace to take time out to think about something they 

would normally be fully exposed to. Recent sessions have included 

‘Dementia awareness’, supported by Alzheimer’s association and personal 
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insights from colleagues caring for loved ones; ‘Mental health’ involved 

some colleagues in the workplace describing their personal experiences of 

mental ill health, supported by an input from Mind around how to assist and 

identify appropriate help; ‘Children in care’ involved young adults who had 

been in care as children, talking about their personal experiences of the 

care system and family life, and encounters with policing and entered the 

criminal justice system.  

 

5.6 In addition to Time to Think sessions, the Diversity team facilitated a 

Positive Action ‘Question Time’ style event, debating challenges and 

benefits of Positive action programmes designed to support individuals from 

under-represented groups. The panel included staff network leads and 

equality champions, and was chaired by Human Resources lead. Also in 

summer, Berlin police force attached a Chief Inspector to Sussex Police’s 

diversity team; to explore their approach to Equality and inclusion, which 

involved observing a range of public and internal meetings and events. 

 

5.7 The force Equality and Diversity Board - a strategic level meeting which 

aims to deliver a diverse police force which is better equipped to serve 

Sussex’s diverse communities – met in July and October 2016. Membership 

comprises key stakeholders across the organisation as well as individuals 

from the public advisory groups, and the OSPCC. At the July meeting, 

discussions led by Equality Champions took place around LGBT, Gender, 

Faith and Race, and following that meeting it was agreed the force should 

invest in a bespoke resource to progress ambitions of improving applicant 

diversity in PC recruitment. It was also agreed that the Board’s agenda 

should alternate focus between Equality Champion updates and Positive 

Action, and subsequently the October Board Meeting focused on such 

activity. See appendix A for Terms of reference.  

 

 

6 Force Mentoring Scheme 

6.1 Sussex Police has an established internal mentoring scheme, and has 

promoted the benefits of becoming a Mentor and/or Mentee to individuals 

from underrepresented groups through communications channels within the 

various staff support groups. To further develop the ambition of supporting 
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underrepresented colleagues, in summer 2016 Sussex Police introduced an 

‘Identity Based’ approach to Mentoring. One of the primary aims of this 

scheme is to meet the needs of those who wish to be mentored by 

someone who shares a specific characteristic, and increase greater 

understanding of challenges and experiences. The scheme is open to 

everyone in Sussex Police and runs alongside the existing Mentoring 

Scheme. Since its inception, there are just over 40 participants in the 

scheme and the list continues to grow as it is promoted through general 

and specific communications channels. 

 

 

Recommended - that the report be noted. 

                  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

End.  

 

 

 

 

 

Contact details:  

Name:   Dermot Torney 

Job Title: Customer Service Improvement and Diversity Manager 

Tel Number: 101 ext 544556 

Email:  dermot.torney@sussex.pnn.police.uk  

 

 

Appendices 

 

Appendix A  Equality & Diversity Board Terms of Reference  

Equality and 
Diversity Board ToR.doc

 


